
the help of davide but getting quite some moisten pictures lastly driving a lot

running in the forest to protect myself from the rain and finding it again with 

to the seaside or be with livia and august and loosing my camera up on the field 

italy and intensively work on the field of my cathedral taking only a break to go 

01175: "month started in holland working on my welding project to then drive to 

stepfather got so attached to"

to plaster the ceiling of my barn and finally back in venice the priest to whom my 

again in venice meeting a jewish couple and in the mountains a cool serbian coming 

lucia church but also the priest coming to bless my house in the mountains and 

boyfriend of my stepfather's cousin in murano and an old man working in the santa 

10110:   "folk   met   during   easter   holiday   in   venice   such   as   the   daughter   and 

driving to provence also hearing songs during a village festivity"

august and traveling all the way to paris listening to songs in the car and later 

friend and then singing songs all alone with livia before hitting the road with 

03104: "songs heard at my chileans neighbours playing guitar also with our naples 

particularly on my way to august"

taking  many  walks  and  then  back  in  stockholm  observing  the  winter  clouds  there 

17090: "clouds seen while in italy renting a place below my native highland and 

going for a small holiday at the sea side breathing a fresh air"

only breathing some gasses from my tractor and my trimmer and my chainsaw before 

the traffic driving to italy to at last being in the open air of the mountains 

professional machine making less dust and also inhaling the utrecht traffic and 

15108: "a month breathing the bad air in the metal workshop until finally buying a 

reaching the mounts"

before  reaching  italy  and  staying  in  bassano  at  my  aunt  and  in  treviso  before 

netherlands biking to maastricht and exploring small villages and the countryside 

both in culemborg and in utrecht with livia but also exploring the south of the 

13158: "public places filmed to begin with during a walk in amsterdam and then 

unusual bad mood from myrthe"

with  august  working  there  but  always  a  bit  tired  and  affected  by  a  month  of 

working at my cathedral feeling happy and very happy to be with davide and then 

at  last  managing  to  get  it  to  work  and  then  going  to  italy  and  spending  time 

beginning frustrated with a new metal chopping machine unable to cut the metal but 

then   beginning   to   weld   again   in   my   dutch   workshop   and   also   feeling   at   the 

04109: "a period feeling bad about not knowing where to hit for my project but 

affecting the tiger character"

while  going  to  italy  and  coming  back  to  it  feeling  myself  more  precarious  and 

of mind i felt leaving in the netherlands but then really interrupting the fable 

08088: "writing the story of a vegetarian tiger and perhaps reflecting the peace 



06084: "running now with livia in the stroller while in culemborg and managing

through germany"

quite some bad air as well as finding a lot of traffic driving back to holland 

last using the trimmer to clean the path all the way to my cathedral breathing 

and  breathing  the  nice  mountain  air  also  taking  long  walks  with  august  till  at 

15109: "taking it easy with machines only teaching august how to use the chainsaw 

to a dutch radio"

listening to the music of a man working next to my welding station and listening 

amsterdam and even having myrthe to learn and sing the song for our baby and also 

belgium then also singing song to livia taking her for her first train ride to 

03105: "listening to more radio and cds driving back with august from france and 

the neighbour below threatening all sort of legal actions"

the seaside despite livia getting sick and a leakage problem in venice involving 

livia not really sleeping at night and relaxing now also during a week spent at 

all the criticism around me and myrthe getting quite tired in the contrada with 

04110: "a month feeling strong from all the digging work in the mountains despite 

internet"

reading  the  news  now  in  the  mountains  finding  it  quite  hard  to  connect  to  the 

sadly  in  greece  with  a  a  fire  killing  almost  hundred  people  in  an  island  and 

12148: "many attacks around the world but also calamities like in japan and most 

back"

with  august  from  pian  delle  fugazze  all  the  way  up  to  the  carega  mountain  and 

walking  at  the  seaside  while  visiting  my  mother  and  taking  only  one  major  walk 

down to the village for the annual festivity and up to my field to work and later 

only  small  walks  there  such  as  walking  in  treviso  with  davide  and  then  walking 

05123: "walking a bit in holland before driving to the italian alps and taking 

wind on the opposite side"

the mountains beside a day walking up a high mountain and experiencing a strong 

morning and an increasing wind in the afternoon finding quite calm days back in 

calm  days  before  going  to  the  seaside  and  experiencing  there  no  wing  in  the 

18120: "arriving in the alps and experiencing a very strong wind and then some 

higher mountains"

morning  and  gigantic  and  stormy  clouds  in  the  afternoon  often  keeping  in  the 

santa caterina experiencing almost the same weather with a very clear sky in the 

going one week to the my mother at the seaside to get more sun and finally back in 

the  north  of  europe  for  months  leaving  us  a  colder  and  more  rainy  weather  and 

16124: "a month spent in our cottage in the alps with an extreme drought hitting 

with my tractor to clear up the earth next to the barn"



the first time but the second getting her crying and having to rush back and then

biking back and forth to my metal workshop also carrying having machineries trying

to find the right one to cut metal bars"


